The expert's choice for visual inspection.

ELIMINATE COSTLY AND TIME-CONSUMING INSPECTIONS WITH THE OLYMPUS IPLEX® NX ADVANCED INDUSTRIAL VIDEOSCOPE TECHNOLOGY.

High Quality Images
- Exceptional resolution; displays small faults
- Bright illumination; lights large cavities
- Precise color reproduction; delivers vivid details
- Advanced noise reduction; refines busy images

Expanded Measurement Capabilities
- Super wide field stereo measurement; makes precise 3D measurements
- Multi Spot-Ranging; real-time tip to target measurements for enhanced inspection accuracy

Improved Inspection Efficiency
- Multi-position design; 6 different configurations to maximize user comfort
- Interchangeable scope units; configured for varied inspections
- TrueFeel electric scope tip articulation; light-touch command for faster, easier inspections
- Ghost function; superimposed images to compare past & present conditions

*Olympus and IPLEX are registered trademarks of Olympus Corporation. Images used with permission from Olympus Corporation.